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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ is one of the most experienced companies in the sectors 
of electricity, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing installations of the northern 
area of the province of Castellón, with more than 30 years in the sector. 
 
This study is an in-depth analysis of the company. The analysis has been carried out 
considering its internal situation. It shows its evolution, its values, as well as human, 
financial, physical and marketing resources. 
 
Due to the existence of a changing environment, an external analysis has been carried 
out of the factors the company cannot control. In the first place, the general factors 
were taken into consideration, but then an analysis of the specific environment was 
performed. 
 
The objective of this study is to offer the company an alternative vision. Therefore, a 
diagnosis of the current situation has been made, presenting the strengths, 
weaknesses, threats and new opportunities for the company, in order to detect the 
positive aspects and eliminate the negative ones. 
 
The company's segmentation and objectives have also been developed, as well as the 
different strategies the company follows according to different authors. 
 
Next, a series of actions have been proposed through the analysis of their future 
implementation and its cost. Finally, the success or failure of the implementation of the 
actions will be supervised. 
 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.' is the result of the effort and work of its founders, which 
is why the study has been done with the utmost dedication, enthusiasm and in tribute 
to them. 
 
 
1 Key words: ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’, Electricity, Electrical installation, Plumbing, 
Plumbing installation, Heating and air conditioning, Air conditioning systems 
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2. SITUATION ANALYSIS 
2.1. Internal analysis 
2.1.1. Presentation of the company 
 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat, S.L.’ is a company founded in Traiguera (Castellón) in 
October 1985, whose object is electrical and plumbing installations, installation of 
heating and air conditioning systems, computer hardware, telegraphic and telephone 
network installations, wireless telephony and television, installations related to 
alternative and renewable energies, such as solar and wind energy as well as low 
energy consumption installations. Also retail and wholesale trade of household 
appliances, sanitary ware, plumbing, hardware, security and surveillance items, and 
electrical and electronic appliances.  
 
The company's main activities are carried out in the northern part of the province of 
Castellón, particularly in the Baix Maestrat region, although it also carries out and has 
carried out services in various areas of the province of Castellón and other 
geographical areas such as the province of Valencia and Tarragona.  
 
2.1.2. History of the company 
 
The beginning of the company was in October 1985 when its founder, Ramon Vericat 
Compte, started his way as a freelancer after having ten years of experience in the 
sector of electrical and industrial installations. 
 
At first, the warehouse was located in a small workshop of just 40 m2 in 32 San Roque 
Street, Traiguera. 
 
On September 13th, 1990, the company hires an additional operator due to the 
increase in activity and client portfolio. 
 
In 1995, thanks to the growth and experience acquired for 10 years, the company 
changes from a warehouse with a surface of 40m2 to a workshop of 140m2 located in 
43 Ramón and Cajal Street, Traiguera. 
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One of the key dates was June 10th, 2009, when the company changed from a self-
employed regime to a Limited Company under the current name of ‘Instalaciones R. 
Vericat S.L.’ 
 
The company has its tax domicile in Traiguera (Castellón) at 43 Ramón y Cajal Street.  
 
 
Image  1: 43 Ramón y Cajal Street, Traiguera (Castellón) 
 
Source: Google Maps  
 
The company is composed in equal parts by two members, Ramón Vericat Compte, 59 
years old and with more than 40 years of experience in the sector, and Teresa Octavio 
Alemany, 59 years old. 
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2.1.3. Mission 
 
That our services and products meet the needs of our customers by offering a quality 
and customised service with continuous improvement to help achieve a better quality of 
life. 
 
2.1.4. Vision 
 
To make Instalaciones R. Vericat, S.L. a benchmark company in the province of 
Castellón, with high quality at a competitive price, adapting to new business 
opportunities and promoting ethics by incentivising the use of renewable energies.  
 
2.1.5. Values 
 
 Direct and personalised treatment: In Instalaciones R. Vericat, S.L. the clients 
are the most important thing. Therefore, the company strives to adapt to the 
characteristics and needs of each one of them offering them the best service 
and advice. 
 Professionalism: The company endeavours to offer a fast, efficient and 
professional service. 
 Quality: It is the main objective as it strives to provide high quality products and 
services. It is also essential that they help to improve the quality of life of 
customers. 
 Commitment: Commitment to customers to offer the work correctly and within 
the established terms, in addition to offer an after-sales service. Commitment to 
current legislation.  
 Excellent price: To offer competitive and attractive prices adapting the quotes to 
the different needs of the clients. 
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2.1.6. Company resources 
 
The resources of the company will be divided into three types. First of all, human 
resources, which are related to the people who provide human value to the company. 
Second of all, financial resources and finally physical resources, which can be 
quantified in figures. 
 
2.1.6.1. Human resources 
 
The human resources of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat. S.L.’ are one of the most important 
assets of the company, since they are the individuals who perform the work and the 
public face to the customer. 
 
An important aspect for human resources to be efficient and committed to the company 
is motivation. 
 
The company is made up of five people. Its administration is carried out by Teresa 
Octavio, who has been carrying out the administrative tasks since the company was 
founded. The control of the operative, technical and work force management section is 
carried out by Ramón Vericat, who is in charge of the control of the lower sections, as 
well as being a link between the staff who is in direct contact with the clients and the 
administration, so the information arrives correctly. Finally, a staff of three operators is 
in a lower level. They are responsible for carrying out customer service. It is important 
to highlight the adaptability of the company, since each one of the operators knows 
how to perform all kinds of tasks related to the object of the company, being each of 
them specialists in a specific branch, whether it is plumbing, electricity or programming. 
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The following figure shows the composition of the current organisation chart of 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Organisation chart of 'Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.' 
 
 
 
 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR   
 Ramón Vericat Compte 
ADMINISTRATION 
Teresa Octavio Alemany 
HEAD OF OPERATIONS 
Ramón Vericat Compte 
OPERATOR 1  
Juan Carlos Compte Dellá 
OPERATOR 2  
David Puig Beltran 
OPERATOR 3  
Tibi Valentin Andrau 
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2.1.6.2. Financial resources 
 
In the section titled financial resources, given that this study is an academic case and 
the information provided is not confidential, the data that appears in this work are 
limited and approximated. 
 
First of all, it has always been a self-sustainable company that has never had to resort 
to any debt with credit institutions, so it has gradually grown and reinvested profits into 
the growth of the company. 
 
At the time of the creation of the Limited Company (in Spanish Sociedad Limitada, 
S.L.), the two partners made a disbursement of €3,000.05 each, with a total of 
€6,000.10 as a contribution to the creation of the company. 
 
In the section titled company costs, we will divide them into fixed costs and variable 
costs. 
 
 Fixed costs: These costs are originated by the activity of the company and 
consist of the cost of tax expense rates, the external accountant of the company 
as well as staff costs. 
 
 Variable costs: These are the costs that vary depending on the activity of the 
company, such as costs for supplies, electricity, water and maintenance.  
 
The approximate total costs of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ are approximately 
€26,000 per month, according to data extracted from the Profit and Loss Account for 
2015. 
 
Meanwhile, the approximate monthly turnover is between €30,000 and €35,000, always 
taking these figures as approximations and averages taken from the annual data, since 
payments do not coincide with expenses. 
 
To sum up, in this section there is no debt in the company, its financial situation is not 
at risk and is viable. 
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2.1.6.3. Physical resources 
 
The physical resources of Instalaciones R. Vericat. S.L. are the following: 
 
o Workshop located in 43 Ramón y Cajal Street, Traiguera (Castellón) with an 
area of 140 m2 owned by the company. This establishment is used as a 
workshop where repair work is carried out. It has a warehouse, a reception 
point for orders from suppliers, and the administration office of the company 
where customer needs are met. 
o Larger warehouse located on a plot outside the town of Traiguera whose 
function is the storage of larger goods that cannot be stored in the main 
workshop, also owned by the company. 
o Furniture for both the workshop, which consists of a large area of shelves 
where to store goods covering much of the surface of the establishment, 
workbench and a room created for the reception of customers with the 
necessary equipment. Also, office furniture such as work desks, computers and 
furniture. 
o The company currently has four vehicles of its own to make the appropriate 
trips to customers, as well as for other needs demanded by the commercial 
activity that develops such as trade fairs, conventions and collection of goods in 
the various warehouses of suppliers. 
 
2.1.6.4. Marketing resources   
 
A) PRODUCT 
 
The products/services offered by ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ are electricity, heating 
and air conditioning, plumbing, and telecommunications. 
 
 Electricity 
 
The main activity of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ is the design, construction, 
maintenance and repair of electrical installations. 
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The main services are carrying out the necessary formalities to legalise the installations 
as well as the elaboration of low voltage installations in private homes, neighbourhood 
communities and commercial premises. Another activity carried out by the company 
are industrial installations such as installing and maintaining high power electrical 
panels. Energy saving projects are also carried out to individuals, industry, private and 
public companies. 
 
 Plumbing 
 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ is dedicated to the design, construction, maintenance 
and repair of plumbing installations, offering the best advice to the client so the 
services and products are adapted to satisfy the client's needs. 
 
The main plumbing services are the accomplishment of the steps to legalise the 
facilities, the construction of new plumbing facilities, remodelling or modifications of any 
installation as well as repairing possible breakdowns. In this section, the company 
carries out total or partial remodelling of bathrooms, such as bathtubs, shower trays, 
toilets and drains and the installations of drains and several kitchen components. The 
company also does sanitation of rainwater and wastewater, treatment and purification 
of water with reverse osmosis equipment, chlorination of water and decalcifiers and 
facilities, maintenance and repair of irrigation and location and repair of leaks and 
change of both vertical main pipes and downspouts, among other activities.  
 
 Heating and air conditioning 
 
Another of the main activities carried out by ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ is the design, 
construction and maintenance of heating and air conditioning installations, in order to 
achieve the necessary comfort for customers in the coldest and hottest seasons of the 
year. 
 
The products and services for heating that the company offers are radiant heating 
systems, which consist of a heating installation by means of pipes which distribute heat 
evenly around the floor of a house, heating by means of the installation of heating 
through water both of gas and of gasoil. The company also installs heating through 
both diesel and electric radiators and maintenance of boilers.  
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On the other hand, the products and services of air conditioning are the installation of 
air conditioning machines, both small machines for small spaces and installations of 
industrial machines. In addition, air conditioning installations are carried out by means 
of an integrated air conditioning system with the installation of hidden pipes in the roof 
of the house and air distribution with grilles and regulated by different phases in order 
to adapt the ideal temperature to the different rooms so each client can have the 
desired temperature. 
 
B) PRICE 
 
To define the price of electricity, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing services 
we will take as an example real quotes of the company. It is important to emphasise 
that to determine a fixed price is complicated since it depends on the dimension of the 
installation. This is the reason why, in spite of being real, they are approximated to 
those that the company usually does. All prices that will appear below are without VAT.  
 
Electricity (complete electrical installation in a house) 
The price of a complete electrical installation of a house has a total price of €5,200 
(VAT not included) including labour. The price of labour is €1,819 with an installation 
time of 107 hours. 
 
Electricity (modification of a tobacconist’s electrical installation) 
Another of the works carried out by the company was the modification of the electrical 
installation of a tobacconist. The price of the installation is €476 (VAT not included) 
including labour which has a cost of €216 and 10 hours of work.  
 
Electricity (alarm with cameras) 
For the installation of an alarm with security cameras it will be necessary to install a 
module with antenna with a price of €203, a proximity key for keypads with sensor with 
a price of €268 in addition to two mini dome cameras 20 and 50 meters away, with a 
price of €61.80 and €101.50 respectively. For the installation it will take 37 hours with a 
labour price of €592. The final amount of the installation once added the rest of 
components will be €1,681 (VAT not included).  
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Plumbing (complete plumbing installation in a house) 
The complete plumbing installation in a house has an approximate duration of 127 
hours of work, with a labour price of €2,160 and a final amount after adding all 
components of the installation of €3,650 (VAT not included).  
 
Plumbing (toilet remodelling) 
The remodeling and modification of a toilet has a price of €429 (VAT not included), 
where for example the price of a victory toilet and a low tank has a price of €167 with a 
12-hour labour work with a price of €216.  
 
Plumbing (change of bathtub for shower tray) 
The next price is the replacement of a bathtub by a shower tray. The Quartz extra-flat 
shower tray has a price of €275 and the Bristol shower screen has a price of €440. The 
labour work has a price of €1,490 (VAT not included) with a labour price of €500 for 28 
hours of work. 
 
Air conditioning (2x1 multi split installation) 
A multi split air conditioning machine is an air conditioning unit made up of 3 separate 
units, two interiors with evaporator, fan, air filter and control system and another 
outdoor unit with compressor and condenser. All the units, the exterior and the interior 
are communicated by means of pipes. 
The price of the 2X1 multi split air conditioning machine is €995 (VAT not included) with 
a labour price of €900 for 50 hours of work. The total amount of the installation once 
the rest of the components are added is €2,380.  
 
Air Conditioning (Simple Air Conditioning Machine) 
This installation consists of a simple inverter split, with an outdoor unit with compressor 
and condenser and an indoor unit with evaporator, fan, air filter and control system. 
The price of the inverter split is €532 (VAT not included) with a labour price of €324 for 
18 hours of work. The final amount of the installation once the rest of the components 
are added is €1,015. 
 
Heating (Boiler and radiator installation) 
In this work a general heating installation is carried out. For this purpose, a boiler from 
the supplier Roca will be installed at a price of €970 (VAT not included). In addition, 64  
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radiators will be installed with a unit price of €12.65 that sums a total of €805.60. The 
installation will take 90 hours with a labour cost of €1,530. The final amount of the 
installation once the rest of components have been added, including a CM 901 
programmable thermostat with a price of €148.50 is €5.930 (VAT not included).  
 
Heating (change of boiler and radiator installation) 
In order to carry out the task, the old boiler will be replaced by a new boiler. On this 
occasion a boiler from the Vaillant supplier will be installed, with a price of €1,350 (VAT 
not included). In addition, a towel rail radiator will be installed for the bathroom at a 
price of €90.75. For doing the work it will be necessary 21 hours with a price of labour 
work of €378. The final amount of the installation, once the rest of the components are 
added is €1,870. 
 
Heating (radiant heating) 
This is one of the most complete heating installations and one of the best options. It will 
require 255 EPS sheets, which are expanded polystyrene sheets of thermal insulation 
with a total price of €1,714. In addition, 1,440 meters of 16X2 flexible PEX pipe at a 
price of €1,843. For the installation of the radiant floor it will be required 88 hours with a 
price of labour of €1,400. The final amount of the installation once the rest of the 
components are added is €7,570 (VAT not included).  
 
Telecommunications (change of TV antenna) 
For this installation, the old TV antenna is disassembled first in order to install the new 
one. Then, the new device is installed and oriented to obtain the best signal. The price 
of the Televes supplier's antenna is €73 with a labour price of €36 for 2 hours of work. 
The final amount of the installation once the rest of the components are added is €145.  
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C) DISTRIBUTION 
 
Regarding the distribution channel of the company, with respect to the contact with the 
client, the company uses a direct channel since the contact with the client is 
straightforward and without intermediaries. 
 
Figure 2: Direct channel with final consumers 
 
    
                      
 
According to the distribution channel and the sector, there is a conventional distribution 
channel, in which ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ has the function of retailer. The 
channel is made up of manufacturers, who attend to the needs of wholesalers, which 
serve the retailer to get the product to the consumer. At this point, the company 
maintains an intermediate contact with different wholesalers that distribute material, 
whether it is electrical, plumbing, gas, air conditioning, etc. In this channel, the retail 
company does not have an excess of bargaining power with the wholesalers. The best 
advantage it obtains are discounts for rebates depending on the volume of purchase. 
The wholesaler's function is to put in contact the products needed for the installers' 
retail companies, since there is a difficulty in contacting the manufacturers due to their 
large size. Besides, the purchase volumes required by the retailer do not coincide with 
the manufacturers' production volumes. For that reason, most wholesalers of electrical, 
plumbing and other components are dedicated to warehouse goods to supply to 
retailers. 
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Figure 3: Conventional channel 
 
          
 
 
 
 Manufacturer      Wholesaler   Retailer/Company Consumer 
 
D) COMUNICATION 
 
Regarding communication, since it is a small company, the part dedicated to it is 
relatively low. Some of the actions carried out by the company to be known and 
communicate are different collaborations with local entities in the organisation of events 
through advertising, in addition to advertising in the local monthly magazine of 
Traiguera, with an advertisement of one page in the programme for the patron saint 
festivities of Traiguera and the neighbouring population of La Jana, besides of 
advertising through a billboard on the football field "El Colomer" of Traiguera. 
 
At present, the company does not have any social networking pages in Facebook, 
Instagram or Twitter. However, this is a proposal that is in mind for the future, as well 
as the design and development of a future website where customers can see the work 
already done and ask for quotes without commitment. This is a task that the company 
will intend to develop later in the long term. 
 
A positive factor that the company has is word of mouth, because thanks to the quality 
of service and the effort put in order to have competitive prices in a very competent  
 
market, new projects are carried out through word of mouth between current and 
potential customers. 
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2.2. External analysis 
2.2.1. Analysis of the general environment  
2.2.1.1 Political and legal factors.  
 
At present, in Spain there is a parliamentary monarchy where the legislative power falls 
on the General Courts, which are formed by the Congress of Deputies and the Senate. 
The executive power is the responsibility of the government and the judicial power of 
the judges and magistrates. On the other hand, the functions of the king, who is the 
head of state, are the sanction and promulgation of laws, the issuing of decrees agreed 
in the Council of Ministers, the appointment of the President and members of the 
Government, the appointments of the President and Magistrates of the Constitutional 
Court, the appointment of the President of the Supreme Court and the appointment of 
the Presidents of the Government Councils of the Autonomous Communities. 
 
Today, the Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party (PSOE), a left-wing party that governs 
Spain under its president Pedro Sánchez, was elected on June 2nd, 2018 following a 
motion of no-confidence against Mariano Rajoy, former President of the Government. 
On June 2nd, 2018, the motion vote went ahead with 180 votes in favour, 169 against 
and 1 abstention. 
 
Regarding the institutional system, we can say that in Spain we are in a State of 
Autonomies in which the country functions as a federation of Autonomous 
Communities, where each community is responsible for managing their health and 
education systems among other responsibilities. In addition, Spain is a member of the 
European Union, which is an economic and political association that covers much of 
the European continent and has a single currency, a flag, an anthem and a day of 
Europe, which celebrates on May 9th.   
 
Another important aspect of the legal-political dimension occurred in 2012, specifically 
on September 1st, where the standard value added tax (VAT) rate increased from 18% 
to 21%, the reduced rate increased from 8% to 10% and the super-reduced rate 
remained at 4%. 
 
For the company, the Model that governs the payment of VAT is model 303 of quarterly 
VAT return. It consists of the fractioned payment of VAT, for which the difference 
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between the VAT charged on sales invoices and the VAT paid on expense invoices 
must be paid to the Treasury on a quarterly basis. This model must be presented by 
any professional or businessman carrying out an activity subject to VAT, regardless of 
whether it is a company, a self-employed, a cooperative association, civil society, etc. 
The tax calendar states that the first quarter must be presented from April 1
st
 to April 
20th, the second quarter from July 1st to July 20th, the third quarter from October 1st to 
October 20th and the fourth quarter from January 1st to January 30th. 
 
Another model that affects the company is Model 111, which is the quarterly 
declaration of Personal Income Tax (In Spanish, IRPF) made to workers, which must 
be submitted by self-employed workers and companies with hired workers. It means 
that every three months the self-employed or SME has to submit to the Treasury the 
percentage of money that has not been paid to their workers on the payroll. This is an 
account money that is subsequently returned by the Tax and Customs Administration, 
if applicable to the worker or employers through the personal income tax return.  
 
In Spain, the basic and fundamental law is the Spanish Constitution, published in the 
Official State Gazette on December the 29th, 1978, on which the rest of the applicable 
legislation is based. In addition, companies must observe a series of laws that govern 
their activity among which the following stand out:  
 
 Royal Decree of August 22nd, 1885, in which the Commercial Code is 
published. 
 Law 19/1985, of July 16th, on Exchange and Cheques. 
 Law 3/1991, of January 10th, on Unfair Competition. 
 Law 37/1992, of December 28th, on Value Added Tax. 
 Royal Legislative Decree 1/1995, of March 24th, approving the revised text of 
the Workers' Statute Law, last amended on October 24th, 2015. 
 Law 31/1995, of November 8th, on the Prevention of Occupational Hazards. 
 Royal Decree 1784/1996, of July 19th, approving the Mercantile Registry 
Regulations. 
 Organic Law 15/1999, of December 13th, on the Protection of Personal Data. 
 Royal Legislative Decree 1/2010, of July 2nd, approving the revised text of the 
Corporate Enterprises Act. 
 Law 6/2014, of July 25th, of the Generalitat Valenciana, on the prevention, 
quality and environmental control of activities in the Valencian Community.  
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 The Environmental Law. 
 
It is not possible to specify whether political factors are a positive or negative aspect for 
the company, since despite being a more or less solid democracy, the situation of the 
recent crisis puts more pressure on the government and the atmosphere of uncertainty 
is present on the decisions. 
 
The fact that there are so many mandatory laws and legislations in Spain can be an 
entry barrier for companies, without omitting the need for a great deal of bureaucratic 
time to obtain all permits and legal documents. However, a plus point is that companies 
are supported by the country's bureaucracy when carrying out their activities.  
 
2.2.1.2. Economic factors 
 
In order to analyse economic factors, the evolution of the Spanish economy from the 
beginning of democracy in 1978 to the present day will be analysed. With the arrival of 
democracy, there was a growing inspiration to achieve great goals and be part of a free 
society with an economy that aspired to be competitive with the rest of the world after 
opening up to the outside. For this reason, it is necessary to highlight the effort of all 
the agents that participated at that time to help the country's economy grow. This will 
be followed by an analysis of the Gross Domestic Product (henceforth GDP) of Spain 
and the Valencian Community and of the national and regional unemployment rate.  
 
Since the 1980's, Spain began its economic growth with the incorporation into the 
European Economic Community in 1986 and the project of Economic and Monetary 
Union that was forged from 1990 to 1999. 
 
According to data from the National Statistics Institute, Spain's Gross Domestic Product 
has gone from 39,819 million euros in 1975 to 1,113,851 million euros in 2016, so 
considering its evolution it can be said that the growth has been very positive. 
However, in Spain there have been economic cycles of recession and stagnation that 
coincided with the arrival of democracy until 1985, a year in which an expansive stage 
begins. The Spanish economy grew strongly between 2000 and 2007, but in 2008 the 
worst economic and financial crisis of the recent decades broke out, generating the 
biggest drop in GDP during the democratic period. In addition, this last crisis generated 
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one of the highest unemployment rates in living memory, of which Spain is beginning to 
recover in recent years. 
 
For greater visualisation we are going to analyse the GDP’s evolution from 2006, 
before the beginning of the economic crisis until 2017. 
 
As can be seen in Chart 1, the GDP’s evolution in Spain was severely affected by the 
economic crisis. From 2006 to 2009, Spain's annual GDP fell sharply to a negative rate 
of -3.6%. From that year, the economy had negative years until it started to have 
positive figures from 2014 to 2017, where the GDP stabilized at 3.1%, almost arriving 
to the positive levels before the onset of the crisis. 
 
Chart 1: Evolution of GDP in Spain 
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: INE  
 
On the other hand, it is important to observe the evolution of Valencian Community’s 
GDP as it is the region where the company operates. Chart 2 shows how the Valencian 
economy also suffered an abrupt decline from 2006 to 2009 where the minimum 
annual GDP was -5.6%. From this year onwards, negative years followed until 2014, 
when the improvement began, with an annual rate of 3.2% in 2017. 
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Chart 2: Evolution of GDP in the Valencian Community 
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: INE  
 
 
To conclude the GDP analysis, Chart 3 shows a visual evolution of the annual GDP of 
both Spain and Valencian Community. It can be seen that the evolution is very even. 
However, in the Valencian Community, the negative data is higher than the one 
registered in Spain, which explains that the impact of the crisis in our region was 
greater than the Spanish average. In spite of this, once the economy began to recover, 
the data of the Valencian Community are better than those of Spain, registering 3.5% 
against 3.3% in 2016 or 3.2% against 3.1% in 2017, comparing the Valencian 
Community against Spain, according to data from the INE (Spanish acronym for 
National Institute of Statistics). 
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Chart 3: GDP Spain vs GDP Valencian Community 
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: INE  
 
 
Another important variable when analysing economic factors is the unemployment rate. 
As can be seen in Chart 4, in Spain the unemployment rate has been very high due to 
the recent economic crisis, however there is a tendency to decrease. For example, the 
unemployment rate in the first quarter of 2015 was 23.78%, one of the highest in recent 
years. Nevertheless, the trend is to reduce and in the first quarter of 2018 the rate fell 
to 16.74%, according to data from the EPA (Spanish acronym for Labour Force 
Survey). 
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Chart 4: Evolution of unemployment rate in Spain (%)  
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: INE  
 
After analysing employment from a national perspective, we are going to analyse it with 
data based on the Valencian Community. As can be seen in Chart 5, the highest rate in 
recent years was recorded in the third quarter of 2014 with a rate of 25.5%. As it 
occurred in Spain, the quarterly trend was a reduction in the unemployment rate. 
Therefore, the last data we have is the first quarter of 2018, with a rate of 17.1%, 
according to data from EPA. 
 
Chart 5: Evolution of unemployment rate in the Valencian Community (%)  
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: INE  
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Therefore, the economic factor can be defined, considering the evolution of recent 
years, as a decisive factor in the development of the activity of the company, since the 
stages of uncertainty are affected in a noticeable and negative way.  
 
2.2.1.3. Sociocultural factor 
 
Spain is currently facing a demographic problem that is already latent in society.  
 
Figure 4: Population pyramids of 2016, 2031 and 2066. Spain 
 
Source and data: INE (press release 2016, October)  
 
According to INE press releases (2016), if the current demographic trend continues, 
the greatest population loss would occur in the age group between 20 and 49 years 
old, which would be reduced by 4.2 million people within 15 years (in 2031) and by 6 
million in 2066 with a reduction of 40.1% compared to 2016. 
 
In addition, the fall in the birth rate would cause in 2031 a reduction of about 1,210,000 
children under 10 years old living in Spain and 1.7 million children in 2066.  
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On the contrary, as can be seen in the pyramid, the population would increase in the 
upper half of the population pyramid so all age groups from 70 years old onwards 
would experience growth. 
 
In 2031, 11.7 million people over the age of 64 would live in Spain, three million more 
than today, and this figure would be higher by 2061, up to 14.2 million people. This is a 
worrying figure for Spain in the future, especially if we consider the significant drop in 
the birth rate, which implies that in the more distant future the problem will increase 
even more. 
 
Looking at the age groups, the most numerous at present is that between 40 and 44 
years old. However, the trend tends to change in 2031 and 2066, where the largest 
group would be the one between 55 to 59 years old.  
 
Therefore, the demographic pyramid of Spain has the shape of an inverted U. 
Consequently, the natural evolution, as we have seen, indicates that the active 
population will decrease and the population will age, so there will come a point that 
there will be a problem among the new active population that will enter the labour 
market, along with the low birth rate that Spain is experiencing, with an excessive aging 
population, a factor that will be decisive for the company. 
 
On the other hand, it is important to mention that in spite of the high unemployment 
rates that Spain has had in recent years, it should be noted that most of the active 
population that will enter the labour market in the future are people with higher 
education and therefore a population with a high level of preparation, which can be a 
positive factor for companies when it comes to find new qualified personnel. 
 
Another factor to consider at this time in society has been the measures taken by the 
government in recent times and the recent economic crisis that has caused the growth 
of a nationalist sentiment in some regions of Spain, and have recently caused many 
companies to decide to leave these territories, as has been the case of Catalonia. It is 
a factor to be taken into account by companies if they want to set up their business in 
any of these territories or if they want to have their sphere of activity in Catalonia, since 
some consumers do not want to consume Catalan or Spanish products. These factors 
help to create an unstable social environment which affects negatively the economy.  
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Another factor to be analysed is the population aging index by autonomous community. 
Chart 6 shows that in 2018 the ageing of the population in Spain is not uniform in all 
autonomous communities. 
 
In this case, the Valencian Community has an aging index of 120.36%. However, other 
autonomous communities have been analysed as an example and it can be observed 
that the ones with the highest rates are Asturias and Galicia with 214.11% and 
195.21% respectively. On the other hand, as in other large autonomous communities 
such as Catalonia, Andalusia and Madrid it stands at 113.55%, 98.58% and 105.86% 
respectively. 
 
 
Chart 6: Population aging index by autonomous community (%)  
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: INE  
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2.2.1.4. Technological factor 
 
In terms of technology, Spain is not one of the leading countries, neither at European 
nor at a worldwide level. There are a number of countries that are well ahead of Spain. 
However, the government is taking action to stimulate and improve in this area. For this 
reason, the Ministry of Economy, Industry and Competitiveness, and more specifically 
the Secretary of State for Research, Development and Innovation, has carried out a 
National R&D&I Plan for the period 2008-2011, which is the instrument available to the 
Spanish Science, Technology and Enterprise system for achieving the objectives and 
priorities of Spain's research, development and technological innovation policy in the 
medium term. 
 
It currently acts as a short-term programming tool for science and technology policy, as 
an instrument for coordinating the actions of the General State Administration and as a 
platform for presenting and visualising the actions of the General State Administration 
and the Autonomous Administrations in Science, Technology and Innovation. 
 
On October 7th, 2017, the Council of Ministers decided to extend the validity of the 
plan with the State Plan for Scientific and Technical Research and Innovation for the 
period 2017-2020. 
 
 
Table 1: Total expenditure on R&D in the Spanish company sector  
  Total (in millions of €) % 
Total companies (Spain) 13,260 100 
Company sector (CNAE  41,42,43) 6.2166 0.4 
   
Source and data: INE 
  
 
Table 1 shows the comparison of R&D expenditure by Spanish companies in 2016. 
Analysing the results, we observe that the total expenditure was more than 13 
thousand million euros. However, comparing with the company sector, which in its case 
its main activity is within the CNAE 4321 of General electrical installations, we can see 
that the contribution of investment in R&D is very low. 
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As far as the company sector in particular is concerned, it is actually a sector with little 
innovation in terms of work tasks and ways of working. However, innovation and 
technology do come from suppliers with higher quality goods, more productive and with 
better performance, but technological innovation does not depend on the company but 
on the evolution of the sector and producers. 
 
2.2.1.5. Ecological factor 
 
In terms of ecology, there are a series of requirements at European, national or 
regional level in the case of the company ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat’ that must be met. 
  
The different rules and legislations that affect companies are those related to climate 
change, environmental quality, waste management, integrated pollution control, 
environmental responsibility, air quality or emissions into the atmosphere, among 
others. 
 
Among the ecological actions carried out by the company ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ 
is the collaboration with AMBILAND, which is a non-profit association with the aim of 
developing a system for the collection and treatment of waste lamps and luminaires, 
the RAEE (*Electric appliances are defined as those that need to operate electric 
current or electromagnetic fields, intended to be used with a nominal voltage not 
exceeding 1,000V in alternating current and 1,500V in direct current, and the 
appliances necessary to generate, transmit and measure such currents and fields). 
 
Therefore, ecological factors are not a negative factor for companies as compliance 
with regulations and collaboration with the environment will create a positive 
environmental ethic for the company. 
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Finally, to conclude the PESTEL analysis we will observe how each factor affects the 
company through the strategic profile where VN = Very Negative, N = Negative, B = 
Balanced, P = Positive and VP = Very Positive. 
 
Figure 5: Strategic profile 
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2.2.2. Analysis of the specific environment (PORTER’s five forces model) 
 
To analyse the specific environment we will use Porter's five forces model. In this case 
we will analyse the company's sector of activity, i.e. electricity, heating and air 
conditioning, and plumbing markets. The five competitive forces are: rivalry between 
existing competitors, bargaining power of customers, bargaining power of suppliers, 
threat of substitute products and threat of new entrants. 
 
2.2.2.1. Existing competitors 
 
First of all, when we refer to existing competition we consider all those companies that 
carry out the same activity as ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat’ and that are a direct 
competition to it. In the case of the company, the existing competition is the one that is 
closest to its radius of action. 
 
2.2.2.2. Potential competitors 
 
With the entry of new competitors there is the possibility that new companies have to 
enter to work in the company’s industry. If we refer to the activity of ‘Instalaciones R. 
Vericat’ and its geographical area, it is difficult for new competitors to enter and affect 
the company because the population demography is not excessively high and the 
market is beginning to be a little saturated, so the entry barriers for potential 
competitors are high. 
 
2.2.2.3. Bargaining power of customers 
 
Another of Porter's forces is the bargaining power of its clients. Considering the market 
and position of the company, it can be said that the power that clients have in 
bargaining is high, since work is carried out with a relatively low price margin and with 
an existing high competition. However, if the company carries out quality work and 
adjusts to the needs of the client, the bargaining power of costumers may be reduced. 
By analysing the electricity, heating and air conditioning, and markets of both 
individuals and companies we can say that we find a large number of customers and 
that at any time they may need these services. Due to the crisis that began in 2007, the 
number of works for new construction or remodelling was reduced, since clients had 
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other preferences such as savings. However, maintenance and daily services kept 
functioning. Regarding the bargaining power of customers we can say that these have 
a high power, since there are other companies in the market and in many cases the 
selection criterion is price. Nevertheless, there is a changing trend towards quality in 
the sector so the bargaining power of customers can be reduced. 
 
2.2.2.4. Bargaining power of suppliers 
 
Regarding the bargaining power of suppliers we can say that, although they have some 
power over companies operating at the same level as ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’, 
their power lies basically in offering greater rebate discounts. However, there is a great 
variety of suppliers that offer the same products at similar prices, so the bargaining 
power of suppliers is not an excessively relevant force. 
 
2.2.2.5. Substitute products 
 
Finally, in reference to substitute products it is important to mention that, if we 
understand the product as a service, the company strives to offer quality services. 
Therefore, that quality and exclusivity make a non-excessive threat of substitute 
products, since customers hire the services of the company for these aspects. 
Conversely, if we analyse individualised products, there is a high threat of substitutes 
because there is a wide variety in the market that can meet the same need, such as 
toilets, shower trays, etc. and that can be a strong threat to the company. The threat of 
substitute products today may reside (rather than in products offered by other 
companies) in products that customers can easily purchase in large stores (e.g. Leroy 
Merlin, Bricomart, etc). 
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 2.3. Competitor analysis 
 
2.3.1. Levels of competition 
 
There are 4 levels of competition from the consumer’s perspective: product form 
competition, product category competition, generic competition and competition in 
terms of budget (Munuera and Rodríguez, 2002). 
 
 
 
 Product form competition 
Product form competition consists of those companies that offer the same services and 
products or that cover the same need to the same market segments. In the main 
market where we operate we find two companies that offer the same services as 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ such as maintenance services, repair and installation of 
electricity, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing. In addition, customers can find 
in Vinaroz in the companies AKI and Bricorama products similar to those offered by the 
company so there is product form competition. 
 
 Product category competition 
Product category competition are all those companies that offer the same services and 
products and also offer some more that can better meet the potential needs of 
customers. In this case, we could include companies that offer electricity, plumbing and 
air conditioning services and can also offer other services such as remodelling, 
renewable facilities, etc. 
 
 Generic competition 
Generic competition groups those products and services that can satisfy the same 
needs but not necessarily have to be the same. For instance, we can say a furniture 
company that can also install a wooden bathroom furniture, just like ‘Instalaciones R. 
Vericat S.L.’, can install a bathroom furniture of any of the supplier brands. 
Product 
Form 
Product 
Category 
Generic 
Competition 
Budget 
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 Competition in terms of budget 
The section competition in terms of budget includes the products, brands or services 
that strive to get the same budget from consumers. The marketing strategies have to 
focus on getting the customer to consider that the best option for spending their budget 
is for the activity that the company does. In this case the best option is to spend it on 
electricity, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing instead of another activity, such 
as buying a vehicle or making a trip. The objective is to make the client understand that 
the best option is to use this item to cover the need with the options the company uses. 
 
 
2.3.1.1. Main competitors 
 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ is a company dedicated to offering electricity, heating 
and air conditioning, and plumbing services. For that reason, to carry out the 
competition level analysis, the parameter of the National Code of Economic Activities 
(Spanish acronym: CNAE) will be followed. 
 
The activities of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ are as follows: In the first place, the main 
activity is related to the CNAE code 4321 of General electrical installations. Other 
activities carried out fall under CNAE code 4322 of Plumbing, heating and air 
conditioning installations. 
 
Before carrying out an in-depth analysis, it is important to differentiate between current 
and potential competitors. 
 
Current competitors are all those companies, especially rooted in the area, which are 
engaged in the activities of electrical, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing 
installations. 
 
On the other hand, potential competitors can be defined as all those companies that 
act within a radius of action close to the company and carry out the same activities. In 
this section, we are going to analyse the current competitors that exist in the town of 
Traiguera (Castellón). 
 
Considering these parameters, we have tracked the companies that operate in the 
town of Traiguera. In order to do this, we have searched for companies that coincide 
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with the aforementioned CNAE codes. It is important to emphasise that currently in this 
area there is no self-employed who performs the same tasks on their own so in the 
analysis we are analysing the 100% of current competitors. Two companies have been 
found to be the current competitors: Fontaneria Joaquin Sorribes S.L. and Berclima 
Maestrat S.L. 
 
Image  2: 'Fontanería Joaquín Sorribes S.L.' 
 
 
 
 
Fontaneria Joaquin Sorribes S.L. is located in 9 Virgen de Tremedal Street, Traiguera 
(Castellón). 
 
According to data from the Iberian Balance Sheet Analysis System (henceforth SABI), 
Fontanería Joaquin Sorribes S.L. was incorporated as a limited company on June 27 th, 
1997. The main activity of the company according to its CNAE code is the CNAE code 
4322 of Plumbing, heating and air conditioning installations. In addition, its secondary 
code is CNAE 4321 of General electrical installations. The executive director of the 
company is Joaquin Sorribes Romeu and in 2016 the number of employees was one. 
At present we do not have more data about the number of employees. 
 
Once the communication of the competitor has been analysed, it has been observed 
that there is no clear line of action and it has been difficult to find forms of 
communication. The company does not have its own website or any social profile. The 
communication measures of Fontanería Joaquin Sorribes S.L. are very similar to the 
company ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ described previously in item 2.1.6.4.  
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Image  3: 'Berclima Maestrat S.L.' 
 
 
 
Berclima Maestrat S.L. is located in 18 Los Legionarios Street, Traiguera (Castellón).  
 
According to SABI data, Berclima Maestrat S.L. was incorporated as a limited company 
on November 29th, 2006. The main activity of the company according to its CNAE code 
is code 4321 of General electrical installations. In addition, its secondary code is CNAE 
4322 of Plumbing, heating and air conditioning installations. The executive director of 
the company is Alberto Bertomeu Duch and in 2016 the number of employees was two. 
 
In the communication section, it should be noted that the second competitor analysed 
shares the same features as Joaquin Sorribes S.L., so the communication section is 
not relevant. 
 
2.3.1.2. Analysis of the main competitors 
 
The following is a more in-depth analysis between the company ‘Instalaciones R. 
Vericat S.L.’ and the two main direct competitors, Fontaneria Joaquin Sorribes S.L. and 
Berclima Maestrat S.L. 
 
As can be seen in Chart 7, the first analysis to be carried out is the operating income of 
the three companies. I have selected this data since it ca be used to observe in a visual 
way the income volume of all the companies. The study began in 2009 because it is 
the year in which ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ was incorporated as a limited company. 
 
At the beginning of the Chart we can see how the income of Fontanería Joaquin 
Sorribes S.L. and ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ are similar, close to 200,000 euros, 
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and Berclima Maestrat S.L. is the third company in terms of operating income. In 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ there are fluctuation periods, obtaining the maximum 
operating income in 2010, with an operating income of 453,030 euros. Nevertheless, 
from 2012 there is a decrease in revenue to reach a minimum in 2014 of 214,723 
euros. From 2014 to 2015 there is an increase in operating income, but a decrease 
again in 2016. 
 
Regarding Fontaneria Joaquin Sorribes S.L. there is a tendency to remain at the same 
levels from 2009 to 2016, reaching the highest operating income in 2010 with a result 
of 268,670 euros. 
 
To finish the income analysis, Berclima Maestrat S.L. is the third company in operating 
income. Analysing the evolution, it is striking that in the years 2010 and 2011 it does 
not reflect any operating income so it can be assumed that in those years the company 
did not perform any activity. In the following years, the company keeps similar income 
levels, except in 2015, when it obtains a result of €56,826. 
 
Chart 7: Comparative operating income: Company VS Competitors 
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: SABI 
 
 
To finalise the analysis of the main and direct competitors, there will be a comparison 
between the number of employees of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ and its two 
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competitors. It can be seen that the company has a greater number of employees than 
its competitors, with 6 employees in 2016 according to SABI data. Fontanería Joaquin 
Sorribes S.L. has one employee and Berclima Maestrat S.L. had two employees in 
2016. 
 
Chart 8: Number of employees Company VS Competitors  
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: SABI 
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2.3.1.3. Table competition summary 
 
Table 2: Summary table of competitors 
COMPETITOR SERVICE PLACE PROMOTION 
 
 
 
 
Installation, repair and 
maintenance of 
plumbing. 
 
Installation, repair and 
maintenance of heating 
and air conditioning 
systems 
 
Installation, repair and 
maintenance of electrical 
installations 
9 Virgen del 
Tremedal Street, 
postcode 12330 
Traiguera 
(Castellón) 
 
Phone: 964 495690/ 
964 495688/  
677 452201 
 
Fax: 964 495690 
Uniform of 
employees 
 
Screen-printed 
vans 
 
Advertising in 
the entities of 
the town and 
book of 
festivities. 
 
 
 
 
Installation, repair and 
maintenance of electrical 
installations 
 
Installation, repair and 
maintenance of 
plumbing. 
 
Installation, repair and 
maintenance of heating 
and air conditioning 
systems 
 
Wholesale of spare parts 
and accessories of motor 
vehicles. 
Los Legionarios 
Street Nº 18 12330 
Traiguera 
(Castellón) 
 
Phone: 605 097955 
 
Email: 
berclima@yahoo.es 
Uniform of 
employees 
 
Screen-printed 
vans 
 
Advertising in 
the entities of 
the town and 
book of 
festivities. 
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2.3.2. Market analysis 
2.3.2.1. Service sector 
 
Luckily for the service sector market, recovery is a reality today. Spain has recovered 
from a severe economic crisis. For this reason and in order to better understand the 
market in which the company operates, two variables will be analysed. Firstly, the 
evolution of turnover at the current prices of the service sector. Next, the evolution of 
the personnel employed in the service sector. 
 
As can be seen in Chart 9, according to INE data, since 2001 there has been a 
variation between each passing month. However, from 2001 to April 2008 the turnover 
has remained almost constant. After that month there is a serious decline due to the 
onset of recession and the global economic crisis that Spain suffered and especially in 
the service sector, reaching a record low in February 2009 with a -20.6% (data 
retrieved from Base 2010). From that year onwards, a progressive recovery in turnover 
began until June 2010, when it reached 7.3%. From that moment on, there is a period 
of instability in turnover with positive and negative points until 2013, when the stability 
of negative points is recovered, with the last available data being December 2017, with 
a turnover at current prices of 4.4 points. 
 
 
Chart 9: Evolution of turnover in the service sector  
 
Source and data: INE 
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On the other hand, with regard to the evolution of personnel employed in the service 
sector from 2003 to October 2017, it can be observed how it has a similar evolution to 
the evolution of turnover at current prices. The evolution has a parallelism with the 
economic crisis. Until the beginning of 2008 the monthly variation was positive. 
However, from 2008 onwards it began to decrease, reaching a negative minimum in 
February 2009 with -6.8% of the personnel employed in the service sector. From this 
point a slight recovery begins but without reaching positive data until April 2014 where 
it recovers with 0.8% and with a growing evolution to stand at 2.3% in December 2017 
as the last data available. 
 
 
Chart 10: Evolution of personnel employed in the service sector  
 
Source and data: INE 
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2.3.2.2. Consumer analysis 
 
To analyse consumers, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) will be used, which is defined 
as the statistical average of the evolution of the prices of goods and services 
consumed by the population resident in family dwellings in Spain in the year 2018. 
 
As can be seen in Chart 10, the percentage of the consumer price index (CPI) of the 12 
groups that make it up is analysed. Food and non-alcoholic beverages come first, with 
a total of 19.42%. The next percentage corresponds to group 7, corresponding to 
transport, with 14.74% and in third place the percentage covered by the company 
analysed in this document which is group 4, corresponding to housing, with 13.38%, 
being a relevant data on the consumer price index. The rest is made up of hotels, cafés 
and restaurants as well as leisure and culture. 
 
Chart 11: Base CPI groups 2016 for the year 2018  
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: INE  
 
 
 
Once housing is positioned in the Consumer Price Index (CPI), there will be a 
breakdown of the evolution of subgroup 043 which corresponds to "Housing 
Preservation and Repair" which is the index that interests us for the analysis of the 
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category of consumers. To this end, the evolution of this data has been observed on a 
monthly basis from January 2014 to September 2018. As can be seen in Chart 11, 
from January 2014 to March 2016 the evolution has a relatively constant progression, 
standing this year at 99.9% (Base 2016). From March 2016 to September 2018, the 
consumer price index in the conservation and repair of housing, which is the subgroup 
of greatest interest for the company, does not stop increasing, standing in the last 
month at 102.579%, an increase of 2.679% compared to March 2016. Therefore, 
consumers are making an increase in their purchases of subgroup 043 Housing 
Preservation and Repair, a very positive data for companies operating in this sector 
and therefore positive for ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’. 
   
Chart 12: Consumer Price Index (CPI), 043 Housing Perservation and Repair 
 
Source and data: INE 
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3. SWOT ANALYSIS 
 
Finally, the SWOT analysis will analyse the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats. With this analysis it will be possible to identify those factors, both internal and 
external, that are favourable for the company and those that are critical. Figure 6 
summarises the parameters to be developed. 
 
Figure 6: SWOT analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STRENGHTS 
- Years of experience and positioning. 
- Diversification in several sectors. 
- Wide client portfolio. 
- Specialisation in the sectors in which 
the company operates. 
- Zero financial debt  
 
 
WEAKNESSES 
- Duplication of tasks. 
- Uncoordination between 
departments. 
- Lack of promotion and marketing 
processes. 
- Warehouse with outdated 
processes. 
- Lack of better employee training. 
 
OPPORTUNITIES 
- Appearance of new sectors. 
- Recovery of the construction 
sector. 
- Agreement with suppliers. 
- Innovative products. 
- Economies of scale. 
 
 
THREATS 
- Low entry barriers. 
- Appearence of large retail outlets. 
- Loss of prestige on the part of 
competitors. 
- Economic crisis. 
- New regulations. 
 
 
SWOT 
ANALYSIS 
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 STRENGHTS: 
 
o Years of experience and positioning: As mentioned above, the 
company started its activity (not considering the constitution of the LC) 
more than 30 years ago, so its long experience makes ‘Instalaciones 
R.Vericat S.L.’ one of its strengths. In addition, the company has 
achieved a privileged positioning in the northern area of Baix Maestrat, 
becoming one of the references both locally and regionally.  
 
o Diversification in several sectors: ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ does 
not only operate in one sector. As mentioned above in this document, it 
has its portfolio of services clearly diversified into three, electricity, 
heating and air conditioning, and plumbing. In addition, the company 
also develops other tasks in other sectors such as telecommunications. 
Therefore, the company offers a comprehensive service tailored to the 
needs of all its customers. 
 
o Wide client portfolio: Thanks to years of experience and work, one of 
the strengths of the company is undoubtedly its broad customer 
portfolio. Thanks to them, their confidence and the good positioning of 
the company in the mind of the consumer makes that every day the 
client portfolio grows, thanks to the word of mouth of the consumer. 
 
o Specialisation in the sectors in which the company operates: Within 
the sectors in which ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ operates, it is 
important to point out that ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ specialises in 
electricity, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing, offering a quality 
service with total guarantee for its clients. 
  
o Zero financial debt: Another of the company's strong points is that 
there has been no financial debt for years. The company is financed 
thanks to its own resources and the profits obtained for several years. If 
a year is negative, it has the necessary reserves to meet future 
payments. 
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 WEAKNESSES: 
 
o Duplication of tasks: Within the weaknesses of ‘Instalaciones 
R.Vericat S.L.’ we find duplication of tasks. Due to the years and 
customs of work, an information system updated to modern times has 
not been developed. The working method is still the same as several 
years ago so when it comes to moving material information there are 
repeated processes, making work more expensive. 
 
o Uncoordination between departments: Another of the company's 
main weaknesses is the lack of coordination between departments. 
These departments are the operational and the administrative parts of 
the company. The rhythm of production of the operative part has a 
higher speed than the rhythm of production of the administrative part so 
there is a certain delay in the issuance of the invoice of customers. 
Therefore, there is no real time connection of production with 
administration. 
 
o Lack of promotion and marketing processes: As it has been 
analysed in the company resources section, it can be observed that in 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ there is not a great promotion of the 
company and its marketing resources are scarce or null. Promotion is 
made thanks to the positioning of the company but not through direct 
promotion. 
 
o Warehouse with outdated processes: One of the key working points 
of the company is in the warehouse. When in 1995 the warehouse was 
moved from 40m2 to the new 140m2, an important advance was made. 
However, as the surface area increased, the number of items 
inventoried increased as well, so there is a large number of uncoded 
references. In addition, the inventory count must be made article by 
article, developing a heavy and costly task.   
 
o Lack of better employee training: In spite of the fact that the 
professionals that make up the staff of ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ are 
highly qualified, there is a training deficit, understanding this training 
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from the point of view of updating concepts to today's times. The 
employees of the company do a highly positive job, however, a 
formative improvement would help to understand the services and the 
new ways of working in a more efficient way. 
 
 
 
 OPPORTUNITIES: 
 
o Appearance of new sectors: One of the opportunities left to us by the 
market is the emergence of new sectors. Currently there are new 
demands from customers that must be met. Many industrial companies 
have begun the transformation of their industrial buildings and 
warehouses towards automation, so there is an opportunity that 
‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ has in its sights. 
 
o Recovery of the construction sector: Another opportunity offered by 
the market is the recovery of the construction sector. During the 
economic crisis this sector was one of the most affected and its 
consequences were devastating. Now, once again, the growth of this 
sector has begun, and there is an opportunity to consider for new 
projects in the future. 
 
o Agreement with suppliers: Reaching to agreements with suppliers is 
an opportunity that is always in the market. The supplier must be seen 
from a positive and mutually supportive perspective, in order to take 
advantage of the synergies created between them. A good agreement 
with a supplier can be very beneficial both for the company itself and for 
the customers. In addition, in the sector where the company develops, 
there is a wide variety of suppliers so it should be assessed whether it is 
better to have loyalty to a few suppliers or to maintain a relationship and 
contact with several suppliers. 
 
o Innovative products: Thanks to the development of the market and the 
investments in research and development of the great manufacturers, 
nowadays it is possible to find a great variety of innovative products and 
products. Being up to date with the products that the market offers can 
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be an opportunity and a competitive advantage of the company in front 
of the competition. For that reason, it is important to have a smooth 
contact with the suppliers, as well as to attend the diverse trade fairs 
and conferences that are being developed throughout the year.  
 
o Economies of scale: At the level that company is and considering the 
positioning it has, economies of scale are an opportunity that should not 
be neglected. The company has reached a point where, thanks to the 
client portfolio it has and its know-how at work, it achieves that as 
production increases, costs decrease and therefore its profits increase. 
 
 THREATS: 
 
o Low entry barriers: The first threat we can mention are low entry 
barriers. Although it is complicated to obtain a position in the market, it is 
not difficult to enter. It is not necessary to be a company to perform 
electricity, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing tasks so the 
emergence of a self-employed can be a threat to the company.   
 
o Appearance of large retail outlets: The emergence of large retail 
outlets has been, is and will be a threat to the company. These outlets 
offer the end consumer a wide range of products that previously could 
only be found by professional retailers. Therefore, as a result of large 
retail outlets, the profit margin of professionals has been reduced and 
will continue to be a strong threat to SMEs and self-employed people 
who operate in the same market as the company. 
 
o Loss of prestige on the part of competitors: As in all sectors, one of 
the threats is the possible discrediting by competitors. In a competitive 
sector like this we are dealing with competitors do everything possible to 
get market share so the potential smear must always be considered a 
threat. 
 
o Economic crisis: Despite the recovery from the crisis we have already 
mentioned, this is a factor that should not be lost sight of. The economic 
crisis of 2008 staggered the foundations of the Spanish and world 
economy and consequently affected many companies. Remembering 
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the past so as not to repeat the same mistakes will be an important 
factor, so this possibility must always be taken into account as a threat.  
 
o New regulation: Another factor that is not in the hands of ‘Instalaciones 
R.Vericat S.L.’ is new regulations. Every year new regulations appear 
and the market changes, so the company must always be aware of this 
factor, because not entering into the current or established regulation 
can pose a strong threat to the continuity of the company or the 
company can incur in possible sanctions. 
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4. TARGET, SEGMENTATION STRATEGY AND POSITIONING 
4.1. Target 
 
As we have mentioned, ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ is a company located in 
Traiguera (Castellón) incorporated as a Limited Company in 2009, although it started 
its activity as a self-employed person in 1985, offering maintenance services, 
remodelling and new construction of electricity, heating and air conditioning, and 
plumbing installations. 
 
The target public to which the company's activity is directed is all those who need 
maintenance services, remodelling and new construction of electrical, heating and air 
conditioning, and plumbing installations. 
 
Figure 7: Types of segmentation 
 
 
 SEGMENTATION BY TYPE OF CLIENTS 
 
On the one hand we can make a segmentation by type of clients and therefore 
depending on the service, so it would be segmented by private clients, companies and 
public administrations. 
 
 Individuals: ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ works especially for individuals, 
offering a comprehensive service, both of new construction and maintenance or 
repair of all types of electrical, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing 
Types of 
segmentation 
Segmentation by 
type of clients 
Geographical 
segmentation 
Product 
segmentation 
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services. The private sector is considered a key sector, as in times of crisis it 
was one of the best pillars of the company at a key time to maintain turnover. 
The age range of this group is determined from 30 years old, since it is 
approximately the average age of emancipation in Spain, up to 82 years old, 
which is the average life expectancy estimated by the World Bank for the year 
2016. This age range is all people who need a maintenance, repair or new 
construction service with a medium-low economic level as they look for the best 
professional at the best price. 
  
 Business: Within the category companies we can differentiate between 
companies or corporations, both public and private, and industrial companies, 
where maintenance and new facilities for the production chain are especially 
carried out. We also offer new construction works of the services that are 
mentioned in this work. At present and for the future this sector is and will be 
very important, since maintenance is one of the most demanded services by the 
large companies for which ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ works. The age range 
of companies is 18 years old (unless there is a special case of 16 years that 
can be registered as self-employed in the agricultural system as members of 
worker cooperatives) to 65 years old, which is the retirement age of the working 
population. The economic level of this group is of medium-high level, since the 
companies that ask for services, besides of a good price, want a good service 
and quality to solve problems and avoid future issues. 
 
 Public administrations: Another of the customer categories with which the 
company operates are public administrations. Public administrations do not 
have a defined age range and are made up of the different town councils and 
schools within the company's radius of action. In addition to the companies with  
which the company operates and which are registered in the database, other 
public administrations that auction public works can also be added. Within this 
category we will also include the public service associations for which 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ provides services. The economic level may vary 
depending on the service provided and the entity requesting the service, and 
they may be low, medium or high level services. 
 
To better understand the importance of all the types of clients that ‘Instalaciones R. 
Vericat S.L.’ works with, we are going to analyse Chart 13, which shows the types of 
clients by category. It is important to point out that in this chart it is possible to see the 
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importance of customers by the number of customers in each category and not by 
turnover volume, since, on many occasions, the turnover volume of the category 
company or public administration is greater than the category individuals. The data we 
have is real from the company's customer database for the year 2018. It is important to 
define that it is a graphical analysis as it does not take into account other customers 
who do not have a client account opened. The customer database currently consists of 
807 customers out of which 686 are individuals, 102 are companies and 19 correspond 
to public administrations. Therefore, 85% of the company's customers correspond to 
the customer category, while 12.64% are companies and finally 2.36% are public 
administrations. It can be said that the bulk of the client portfolio are individuals, 
therefore this group is very important for the company. When the crisis began, this 
category was one of the bases on which the company was able to maintain its activity 
and it did not suffer great consequences, since maintenance work continued to be 
done. However, as ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat’ did not work with companies there were 
not excessive problems related to their possible bankruptcy. 
 
Chart 13: Distribution of type of clients 
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: Internal information of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ 
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 GEOGRAPHICAL SEGMENTATION 
 
On the other hand, we can segment the target audience by geographical areas. Based 
on the fact that almost all of the client portfolio is from the Baix Maestrat regions, we 
are going to carry out an analysis by municipality. Image 4 shows the radius of the 
company in the area. As it is a small company, its activity is centred in the central area 
of Baix Maestrat, being able to provide sporadic services both in the northern and in 
the southern area of the region, but it mainly operates in the towns indicated in Image4. 
 
Image  4: 'Baix Maestrat'  
 
Source and data: Google Images  
 
 
In addition, thanks to the data available from the company's internal database, it has 
been possible to extract various data to give graphic insight to the company's work 
volume until 2018. As mentioned above, there are 807 customer accounts registered in 
the customer database. Chart 14 shows the distribution of the client portfolio by 
municipality. The municipality with the greatest volume of work is La Jana, which has a 
distribution of 313 registered client files that represent 38.79% of the client portfolio’s 
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volume. In the second place is the population of Traiguera, which has 278 clients, 
representing 34.45%. Almost 75% of the client portfolio is divided between these two 
populations. Note that the town of La Jana is 3.5 km from Traiguera and the reason 
why the company has the largest volume of customers in this population is because 
there is not a single company dedicated to specific activities of electricity,  heating and 
air conditioning, and plumbing and it has positioned itself very well in this population. 
Next are Vinarós, Sant Jordi, Salsadella and Canet Lo Roig with 4.71%, 3.96%, 1.24% 
and 0.74% respectively, and finally there is a group of others where there are 
customers discharged from other populations such as Xert, Rossell, Sant Rafael del 
Riu, and so on, but this is not relevant data for the study. 
 
 
Chart 14: Geographic segmentation by municipalities 
 
Source: own elaboration. Data: Internal information of Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.  
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 PRODUCT SEGMENTATION 
 
The last type of segmentation carried out by the company is by products. We will 
perform product segmentation not by marking the products/services the company 
operates as special, but to take into consideration the products/services for the future. 
There is a great variety of sectors to be exploited that the company can use as a 
strategic growth key. In this case, the company has initiated a learning process in the 
sector of industrial process automation, as it is considered a sector with a great 
opportunity for growth and that customers, especially industrial companies, demand. 
 
As mentioned above, the company does not offer a specific product, but rather a 
service. These services are divided into three main categories: electricity, heating and 
air conditioning, and plumbing. 
 
 Electricity: This is the main activity of the company. The company's 
professional beginning was dedicated to the maintenance, repair and new 
construction of low voltage electrical installations. It is the service by which the 
company best differs from the competition and the main pillar of the company. 
 
 Plumbing: The plumbing service was the company's next step. Once the 
company was positioned in the mind of the consumer, clients demanded one 
more step in the company's offer. Ramon Vericat did not let pass the 
opportunity and was trained to have the necessary qualification.  
 
 Heating and air conditioning: The next step of expansion and product 
segmentation was heating and air conditioning, in which Instalaciones R. 
Vericat S.L. is dedicated to the design, construction and maintenance of heating 
and air conditioning installations, in order to achieve the necessary comfort for 
customers in the coldest and hottest times of the year.  
 
In this type of segmentation we cannot make an analytical breakdown because the 
company offers an integral service to the client of all the services available to carry out 
a global project, adapted to the needs of the client, so that each work is a personalised 
project. 
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4.2. Segmentation strategy 
 
Once the segments in which the company operates have been defined, as well as its 
target audience, it is time to differentiate the strategies to cover the market product. By 
analysing the segments in which the company operates, which are several, and the 
products/services offered by the company, which are also of different types, we can 
define that it follows a differentiation strategy. The company differentiates the 
products and services it offers in order to satisfy the desires of two or more market 
segments. Moreover, as it is an integral service, although the services can be 
considered different, there is a great synergy between them, so the profitability of 
offering them together is much higher. This can also lead to a reduction in costs and 
risks. 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Segmentation strategy 
 
4.3. Positioning 
 
In this section we are going to make a positioning map to observe the image that the 
consumers of ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ have with respect to the competition. To 
this end, two variables have been defined in the map: price and quality. It is important 
to emphasise that the variable quality is a relatively ambiguous variable since it can 
refer to different variables and can respond to different criteria for the clients. For this 
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reason, we will define quality as personal dealings with the client, client satisfaction 
with the service, service design, after-sales service as well as financing conditions. 
In order to carry out a positioning analysis, several companies considered as 
competitors have been analysed. To this end, the two current competitors closest to 
the geographical area have been chosen, which are Fontanería Joaquín Sorribes S.L. 
and Berclima S.L., as well as a larger company dedicated to the same services which 
is located in Benicarló and which sometimes works in the company's geographical area 
of operation, COELBE S.L. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 9 of positioning, Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L. is positioned as 
a company with a medium-high price as well as a medium-high quality, which is why it 
follows a differentiation strategy that will be explained later. On the other hand, the 
competitor Joaquin Sorribes S.L. is positioned with a medium-high price but with a 
medium-low quality level, as is Berclima S.L. If we refer to COELBE S.L., since it is a 
company with a larger size and greater turnover, it is positioned with a medium-low 
price and medium quality. In this positioning analysis, other companies have also been 
considered which despite of the fact they are not direct competitors to the services 
offered by the company, they are indirect competitors, since they sell and supply end 
consumers with products for both electricity, heating and air conditioning (air 
conditioning machines and heating equipment), and plumbing (sanitary ware, shower 
trays, etc.). These indirect competitors are Leroy Merlin, Bricomart and Bricodepot, 
which have a medium-low price positioning as well as medium-low quality. 
 
Figure 9: Positioning
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5. OBJECTIVES 
 
In this section, the marketing objectives of the company ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ 
will be set. They are the ones on which the successful implementation of the 
company's strategy will depend on. These objectives have to be defined for a period of 
time and certain markets. They must also be realistic and external factors must be 
considered. They will be consistent with the mission and with the corporate objectives. 
Finally, they will be ambitious but affordable for the company. 
 
Objectives are structured into 3 types: Relationship Objectives, Commercial Objectives 
and Economic Marketing Objectives. 
 
 
 RELATIONSHIP OBJECTIVES: Relationship objectives are those that relate 
the company to its immediate environment. 
 
1) To create, maintain and intensify the relationship between the company 
and its clients. ‘Instalaciones R.Vericat S.L.’ is going to try to intensify the 
relationship with its clients in order to know the satisfaction level of different 
sections. It therefore expects the average of the questionnaire to be between 7 and 
10 and the overall customer rating to be between high and very high.  
 
2) To improve the relationship with suppliers. To increase the relationship with 
suppliers and achieve a greater rebate discount of around 5% on average. 
 
3) Achieve a 10% increase in the client portfolio. The company has set itself the 
objective of achieving an increase in the client portfolio of approximately 10% by 
2019. 
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 COMMERCIAL OBJECTIVES: They can be defined as those related to product 
management, price, distribution and communication. 
 
1) Increase operating income by 5%. The company expects to increase the 
operating income with respect to 2016 by 5%, so considering that the income in 
2016 is approximately €240,000, it would be an increase of about €12,000.  
 
2) Sales increase in the summer period. For the next year, the company wants to 
achieve a sales increase in summer. To this end, it expects that 5% of its turnover 
by 2019 will be from air conditioning units and a percentage increase of 2% in 2020 
with respect to the previous year. 
 
3) To improve Traiguera's market share by 2%. Another of the commercial 
objectives set by ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat’ S.L. is to improve Traiguera's market 
share by 2% from 34.45% to approximately 36.5%. 
 
 
 
 ECONOMIC MARKETING OBJECTIVES: These objectives are those related 
to commercial activity. 
 
1) Allocate 1% of operating income to marketing activities investment. As 
mentioned above, ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ does not have any marketing 
activities. Therefore, it is set as objectives to allocate 1% of revenues 
(approximately €2,400) to initiate marketing activities.  
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6. STRATEGIES 
 
According to Munuera and Rodríguez (2007), a business strategy can be defined as a 
set of actions aimed at achieving a competitive advantage that is sustainable over time 
and defensible against competition, by adapting the resources and capacities of the 
company and the environment in which it operates, in order to satisfy the objectives of 
the multiple groups participating in it. 
 
In this section, we will analyse the strategies that the company follows from the 
different points of view of different authors. For this reason, there will be an analysis of 
the Ansoff’s matrix, the strategy according to Porter, and the strategies according to 
two groups of authors: Kotler and Singh, and finally Miles and Snows. 
 
Based on the Ansoff’s matrix of growth strategy, the company follows a market 
penetration strategy, as this strategy seeks to enhance the activities currently carried 
out without making significant changes. The company also tries to increase the product 
sales that are already being marketed by addressing their current customers and trying 
to attract new customers. One of the advantages of this strategy is that the company 
already knows the market where it operates, as well as the characteristics of its 
competitors and customers. 
 
On the other hand, if the strategies according to Porter regarding the desired 
competitive advantage are analysed, the company has developed a differentiation 
strategy. As mentioned in this research, the company does not market a specific 
product but offers a comprehensive service to the customer. The company strives so 
that the service offered to the client is perceived as unique, special or superior thanks 
to its characteristics and offers a personalised service adapted to the specific needs of 
each client. Therefore, as the service is appreciated in a special way by the customer, 
the company may charge a higher price to the customer and the customer will be 
willing to pay. However, there are other aspects to bear in mind as there is a group of 
customers who prefer an economic price to quality. In this case, the company should 
try to promote the customer’s belief that the added value of the product/service is 
positive for him or her and that it is worth paying more for having a higher quality 
service. 
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Competitive strategies have also been found in relation to the environment and 
competitors. There are two groups of authors with different points of view: Kotler and 
Singh, and Miles and Snow. 
 
According to Kotler and Singh’s strategies, which is the competitive strategy of the 
company in relation to competitors that the company follows, if it is analysed comparing 
the direct competition of the company with the previously analysed competitors, it 
follows a leader strategy, since it is the one that occupies a prominent position in the 
market and is a reference point for competition. However, considering the market and 
competition in general, the company follows a niche specialist strategy, as it avoids a 
direct confrontation with major competitors but cannot be considered a follower. The 
company selects market niches in which other companies, whether leaders or 
followers, pay little attention or interest, and thanks to the deep knowledge of its clients, 
the company offers a product or service to the market of greater value than the 
competition. Due to the fact that the niche where it is specialised may be weakened by 
the entry of new competitors or changes in the preferences or tastes of customers, the 
company may choose to specialise in different niches, as is the case of the company 
analysed in this study, which specialises in electricity, heating and air conditioning, and 
plumbing. 
 
The other strategy is from the point of view of Miles and Snows and is the competitive 
strategy in relation to the environment. ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ follows an 
analyser strategy, since the company has a clear idea of its business and adopts the 
necessary functions to protect it. In a stable environment it can operate efficiently, but it 
does not lose sight of the market and maintains an optimum level of innovation. In this 
strategy, in a changing environment the company will behave as follower of the 
prospecting companies. In short, the company defends itself from the threats that can 
be presented to its business but without leaving aside the identification of new business 
opportunities. 
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Figure 10 shows a summary of the company's strategies from different points of view.  
 
 
Figure 10: Strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•Analyser strategy 
(defender of  threats 
and identif ication of  
new opportunities) 
•Specialist in niches 
(exploiting the gaps 
lef t by large 
companies) 
•Dif ferentation 
(quality, added 
value) 
•Market penetration 
(strengthening its 
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and 
Singh 
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7. ACTION PROGRAMMES 
7.1. Summary of action plans 
 
Table 2 shows the action plans that will be carried out to try to achieve the established 
objectives. 
Table 3: Summary actions plans 
ACTIONS OBJECTIVES 
Action 1: 
Implementation of a 
new integrated 
management system 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
Action 2: Create a 
mailing platform 
 To create, maintain and intensify the relationship 
of the company with customers 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 To improve the market share of Traiguera by 2% 
Action 3: Customer 
quality surveys 
 To create, maintain and intensify the relationship 
of the company with customers 
 Increase operating income by 5% 
 
Action 4: Equipment of 
the workers and 
labelling of the 
vehicles 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 To improve the market share of Traiguera by 2% 
Action 5: Monthly 
visits with suppliers 
 To improve the relationship with suppliers 
Action 6: Creation of 
social networks 
 To create, maintain and intensify the relationship 
of the company with customers 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 Increase in sales in the summer period 
Action 7: Promotions 
of air conditioning 
equipment 
 Increase in sales in the summer period 
 Increase operating income by 5% 
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7.2. Product decisions 
 
As mentioned above, the company does not have a certain product but offers an 
integral service to the client. Therefore, with respect to the portfolio of 
products/services offered by the company there are those already mentioned: 
electricity, heating and air conditioning, and plumbing. 
 
The actions that the company could consider regarding its product portfolio and that 
can be carried out are: 
 
 To expand the product line 
 To update the product line 
 Elimination of a product 
 Decisions about the image of the line. 
 
The objective of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ is to increase the visibility of the 
products it already offers, and as mentioned in the market penetration strategy it wants 
to strengthen its presence in the markets it already operates. But, as also discussed 
above, the company does not rule out the possible expansion of product lines with the 
entry into new sectors such as the automation sector. 
 
With respect to the actions determined above, the ones that are going to have an 
impact on the product are: 
 
 Action 1: Implementation of a new integrated management system. 
o Objective: 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10%. 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 
The implementation of a new system of integral management for the company will be 
one of the great bets of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ in order to enhance for the 
future. Regarding the product/service, it will have a considerable improvement in a 
comprehensive manner. The speed, efficiency and improvement that will mean in 
terms of the service provided will be a step forward and will be reflected in the 
reduction of response time to budget requests from customers as well as the 
administrative processing so that the customer has a quick invoice.  
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 Action 2: Creation of a mailing platform 
o Objectives: 
 To create, maintain and intensify the relationship of the company 
with customers 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 To improve the market share of Traiguera by 2% 
 
In spite of being a clear tool of communication of the company, this new use will give 
the opportunity to be able to offer great quantity of physical products, as offers of 
integral service for the clients in remodelling or integral new construction. 
 
 Action 3: Customer quality surveys 
o Objectives: 
 To create, maintain and intensify the relationship of the company 
with customers 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 
Quality surveys will be one of the actions that the company has in mind to initiate for 
the future. The survey will include an investigation about the conformity of the service 
offered by the company, as well as cleaning, relationship with workers, after-sales 
service, opinion of the quality-price, and so on. It will be a reliable indicator to know at 
which points the service offered is on track and detect which points or steps should be 
improved or corrected. The survey will be evaluated by scores from "1 to 10" and at the 
end an overall rating of the work indicating how it was: "very poor", "poor",  "average", 
"good" or "very good". 
 
 
 Action 7: Promotions of air conditioning equipment 
o Objectives: 
 To increase sales in the summer period 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 
This action will be a good way for the company. In summer periods, it can offer one of 
its best services, which is air conditioning. Thanks to this action, it is possible to 
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promote a service and try to improve the image the client has about this service as well 
as improve the image of this line. 
 
7.3. Price decisions 
 
Regarding pricing decisions, before carrying out the analysis it is important to stress 
that there is no exact pricing, as the work carried out by the company is personalised 
for each client and the final price changes depending on the duration of the work and 
the products or elements that the client wishes to install in his work or home. 
 
‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ has two ways of price fixing. Due to the fact that the 
works are personalised, the company works by means of budgets, that is to say, the 
company estimates what the client is willing to pay. On the other hand, if the client has 
not asked for a quotation and is willing to have the company carry out the work, the 
price is set using the method based on the cost-plus pricing, i.e. the unit costs of the 
products are calculated and on these costs a margin is applied to obtain the final sale 
price. 
 
Another variable to consider when making price decisions is the cost of labour, as it is 
one of the most important aspects in the final price. 
 
The cost of labour (once added all direct and indirect costs of the worker) is of 14 euros 
per hour. ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’, in order to be competitive, does not have a 
relatively excessive labour price for the client if compared with the cost, since it 
charges the clients 18 euros per hour. The benefits of the services offered by the 
company correspond to an integral unit between the benefits based on cost-plus 
pricing and the 4 euros of difference corresponding to the cost of labour for the 
company and the price for the client. 
 
Table 4: Labour cost VS Labour price  
Labour cost/hour €14/hour 
Labour price for customers €18/hour 
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7.4. Distribution decisions 
 
As explained, the distribution channel of ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat S.L.’ with respect to 
the final consumer is a direct and short channel. 
 
 
 
However, considering the distribution channel in a global way and from the perspective 
of the company, ‘Instalaciones R. Vericat’ is in a long channel, since it acts as a 
retailer of services for the consumer, but it has other intermediaries above in the 
channel such as wholesalers and manufacturers. 
 
 
 
Regarding the actions that the company wants to carry out in order to achieve the 
established objectives, there is one related to distribution decisions. 
 
 Action 1: Implementation of a new integrated management system. 
o Objective: 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10%. 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
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The implementation of an integrated management system will have a direct impact on 
the company’s distribution. Order processing with suppliers, as well as the entry of the 
product into the warehouse will be faster and more efficient. In addition, it will also have 
a positive impact on the speed of action for customers, since the order can be 
processed faster and the product will be available with less waiting time. 
 
 
 Action 4: Equipment of the workers and labelling of the vehicles 
o Objectives: 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 To improve the market share of Traiguera by 2% 
 
In spite of the fact that this action is more aimed at communication, having the vehicles 
labelled will give visibility to the company and will have a positive impact on distribution.  
 
7.5. Communication decisions 
 
In this case, as mentioned above, the company does not have a good communication 
strategy. Therefore, the actions that have been proposed to achieve the objectives can 
be a good tool to start in communicative processes. 
 
 Action 2: Creation of a mailing platform 
o Objectives: 
 To create, maintain and intensify the relationship of the company 
with customers 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 To improve the market share of Traiguera by 2% 
 
In this action, the company would acquire a mail subscription in order to mail its 
customers and advertise the offers it has both in particular products and integral 
services. This will be a good way to promote and communicate with customers. 
 
 Action 4: Equipment of the workers and labelling of the vehicles 
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o Objectives: 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 To improve the market share of Traiguera by 2% 
 
As we have mentioned above when commenting on this action, thanks to carrying it out 
we will get communication through the company workers as well as gain visibility 
among customers by having the work vehicles labelled. People will be able to contact 
us and it will be a mobile advertising. 
 
 
 Action 6: Creation of social networks 
o Objectives 
 To create, maintain and intensify the relationship of the company 
with customers 
 To achieve a client portfolio increase of 10% 
 To increase sales in the summer period 
 
This is a low-cost action that reaches everywhere. Internet is a tool used by millions of 
people in the world and social networks have become a virtual meeting place and an 
opportunity for communication. Therefore, this is a section that the company does not 
have to leave aside. For this reason, different Facebook, Twitter and Instagram profiles 
will be created, where the company will promote the different works it does, as well as 
the services it offers. In addition, being interactive, it will also be used as a tool for 
communication with customers and a way to maintain direct contact. 
 
 Action 7: Promotions of air conditioning equipment 
o Objectives: 
 To increase sales in the summer period 
 To increase operating income by 5% 
 
Like mailing, this action, in addition to offering air conditioning products for the summer 
season, will also serve to promote the products and have communication and contact 
with the customer. 
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8. TIMELINE 
 
Once the proposed actions have been carried out, there is a proposed timeline to 
accomplish these activities. 
 
 
Table 5: Timeline 
 
 
 
First of all, the implementation of the management system will take approximately 4 
months, until the database is operational. It will be necessary to introduce the great 
majority of products with which the company operates, as well as the import of the 
database of the old programme. 
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Regarding mailing, its implementation will be annual, since an annual subscription will 
be made. Once the year is over, a review will be made of the results obtained.  
 
The promotion of air conditioning equipment will take place from April to August, which 
are the hottest months of the year. It will begin in April to awaken consumer interest in 
acquiring this service. 
 
The action of social networks will take place in January, and the following months there 
must be a constant update and maintenance. 
 
Finally, the implementation of the workers' equipment as well as the labelling of the 
vehicles will also be carried out in January so that from there the operators can have 
corporate clothing and the vehicles are operational as soon as possible. 
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9. BUDGET 
 
Table 6 describes a detailed estimate of the cost of each action. The total budget is 
€2,261.1. 
 
Table 6: Budget 
ACTION IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET 
New management 
system 
A new management system 
(ERP) will be hired, 
updating all the 
administrative system 
€930 Baseges system 
New computer For the correct operation of 
the ERP, it will be 
necessary to purchase an 
additional computer 
€600 
Mailing An annual license will be 
hired to carry out the 
mailing and summer 
promotion 
€25 month. TOTAL= €300 
yearly (Teenvio) 
Social networks Own development Free 
Equipment of workers T-shirts and trousers will be 
screen-pinted for workers 
T-shirts 10 units *€6.79u= 
€67.2 
Trousers 10 units 
*€14.32u= €143.2 
TOTAL= €211.1 
Labelling of vehicles The labelling of the two 
commercial vehicles of the 
company will be made 
Small van= €75 
Large van= €145 
TOTAL= €220 
TOTAL BUDGET  €2,261.1 
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10. CONTROL 
 
Once all the actions described above have been started, the control will  proceed to 
check if they work efficiently or if any parameter needs to be modified.  
 
In the case of the ERP system, an estimate will be made of the time reduction in the 
company's internal processes, as well as a comparison of the invoices delayed from 
the previous year with respect to one year after the implementation of the system. 
 
The contracted mailing service will be very useful as it allows to observe different 
parameters and extract different reports in order to check in which time slot it is more 
effective to carry out the mailing as well as to see the interaction of customers with the 
mail issued and whether they have opened the mail or not. As it is a monthly 
subscription service, despite the fact that the company expects to use them annually, 
the control of these reports will be carried out on a monthly basis. 
 
Regarding social networks, one method to control their efficiency is to see the number 
of people who have visited the page and publications as well as the number of 
subscribers. The control of social networks to check possible deficiencies will be 
carried out on a quarterly basis. 
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